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PIECES OF WISDOM
We asked our graduates: Where is being creative currently finding
expression in your life?

I am becoming aware of the conversations that are barriers to being
creative. I’ve had it as what I'm doing - arts, a project, music - rather than
who I'm being. Now I am un-concealing what I hold being creative to be
and exploring how I can be at cause in being creative. I’m writing a book
for children, and I’m creating from the future what is next in my
partnership with my husband.
— Tabitha Raggio (Year-end Customer Care Team)

Two or three years ago, I wouldn’t have described myself as creative.
Thinking of myself as creative is a creation in itself. In the Wisdom
Course, Weekend 3, what emerged as completely out of character for me
was being creative and what was aligned with my values was bringing
people together. Now with 3 film projects in pre-production and postproduction, I’m known as a creative! I’m consistently participating at the

edges that the Wisdom Course allows for; being creative is one of the
edges that I’ve broken through.
— Yohan Mohammed (Wisdom Leader Apprentice)

UPCOMING PROGRAMS
2022 Wisdom Unlimited Courses
Conference for Global
Transformation: Allowing
Vision to Speak
May 20-22, 2022

Advanced Offering:
Developmental Course on
Relating & Relationships
Starts April 29-May 1, 2022

DID YOU KNOW...
•

You can participate in Wisdom conversations ongoingly with
people all over the world at our Wisdom Community
Gatherings online?

•

Anyone who has completed the Landmark Forum can request
A Conversation for the Difference You Make in Life or How
You Are Positioned to Contribute in the World (scroll down to
Wisdom Conversations)

Making It Bite-Size Workshop

An opportunity to create completion in
any area of your life that’s important to
you in one six-hour Zoom session!
Worldwide Web Event

Join graduates and guests from
around the world for an inquiry into
“What is Emerging?”
A Life That Sings

A vacation course exploring parts of
life that are already working and
having them sing!

NEXT ISSUE:
Where do you see that your vision for your life wants to
go next? Contact Us to share.
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